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QCY H2 PRO wireless earphones (black)
Transport yourself to a magical world of sound with the QCY H2 Pro! The QCY H2 Pro wireless earphones feature 40-millimeter drivers
that will  make you feel  like you're at your favorite band's concert,  no matter where you are.  Built-in microphones combined with ENC
technology will allow you to make phone calls to others. They have a runtime of up to 60h, and a dedicated app will give you full control
over the sound you play.
 
The sound you deserve 
Your  favorite  songs  have  never  sounded  better!  The  earphones  are  equipped  with  40-millimeter  drivers  that  provide  rich  detail  with
incredible depth. As a result, you'll discover new nuances in your favorite songs that you might have missed before. The QCY H2 Pro also
offer a special bass mode that further emphasizes low frequencies for an unforgettable musical experience.
 
No interruptions to your music
Enjoy long hours of music without worrying about frequent charging. The powerful 400 mAh battery provides about 60 hours of use on a
single charge. This will allow you to successfully watch up to 13,500 short videos on TikTok or play as many as 900 songs. 
 
Stay connected
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The QCY H2 Pro have built-in microphones that allow you to make phone calls.  They also use ENC (Environmental  Noise Cancellation)
technology, which eliminates background sound interference. This means you can talk on the phone in noisy places, on the street or in a
crowded office, and your caller will hear exactly what you have to say.
 
Wireless freedom
The QCY H2 Pro earphones feature the latest version of Bluetooth 5.3, providing a fast and stable connection to your device with a range
of up to 10 meters. In gaming mode, they offer ultra-low latency of just 0.068 seconds, so you'll be able to react to your opponent's every
move in no time. They also allow you to connect to 2 devices simultaneously, so you can easily switch between them without having to
disconnect and reconnect.
 
A new dimension of music listening
Are you going on vacation? Or maybe you're facing an hours-long train journey? Take the QCY H2 Pro earphones with you! Thanks to
their  foldable  design,  they  won't  take  up  much  space  in  your  luggage.  Their  soft  earcups  conform  to  the  shape  of  your  ears  for
unparalleled  comfort,  even  during  prolonged  listening.  Built-in  controls  allow  you  to  intuitively  manage  your  music  and  phone  calls,
making using the earphones a real pleasure.
 
Discover more with the app
Are you keen on additional features? Download the QCY app and use the full potential of your earphones! The app is available for both
Android and iOS users. With it, you can personalize the sound settings, adjusting the EQ according to the type of music you are playing.
You can also locate the location of your earphones or check their charging status.
 
Included
earphones
USB-C to USB-A cable
user manual
	Manufacturer
	QCY
	Model
	H2 Pro
	Color
	Black
	Type of headphones
	In-ear
	Transducers
	40 mm
	Bluetooth version
	5.3
	Range
	Up to 10 m
	Bluetooth profile
	A2DP / AVRCP / HFP
	Connection type
	Wireless and wired - 3.5 mm audio cable
	Battery capacity
	400 mAh
	Working time
	about 60h 
	Charging time 
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	Up to 2 h
	Charging interface
	USB-C
	App
	QCY App
	Compatible systems
	iOS / Android

Preço:

€ 29.00

Audio, Headphones, Wireless
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